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Alliance hits out over Victims Commissioner 
appointment delay
11.43.37am BST (GMT +0100) Wed 12th Sep 2007 

Alliance Spokesperson 
Sean Neeson MLA has 
blasted the Office of the 
First and Deputy First 
Minister for continuing to 
delay the appointment of 
a Victims' Commissioner. 
Mr Neeson received a 
Written Answer from 
OFMDFM stating that the 
appointment will take 
more time. OFMDFM had 
previously promised to 
make the appointment 
before the recess, but 
they did not

The East Antrim Assembly 
Member said: "Its 
disgraceful that OFMDFM 
are continuing to delay on 
appointing a new Victims' 
Commissioner.

"The voices of victims must be heard and their needs address. This cannot happen 
until a new Victims' Commissioner is appointed.

"One must question whether or not there is a disagreement over the religious 
affiliation of prospective candidates. If this is the case then the whole 
appointment process has become a sectarian sham.
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"OFMDFM broke their promise to appoint the Victims' Commissioner before the 
summer recess, now they continue to be in disarray over this issue."
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Print this news story.  
Previous news story: Stabbing of pensioner in West Belfast is sickening (Wed 12th 
Sep 2007).  
Next news story: Ford calls for vigilance following latest foot and mouth disease 
fears (Wed 12th Sep 2007). 

Related News Stories:

Alliance Leader asks 'when does Executive intend to appoint Victims 
appointment?'. 

Alliance welcomes Ashdown parading review appointment. 

Alliance congratulates Lewsley on appointment as Childrens' Commissioner. 

Alliance Remembers Mr Nigel Williams, the NI Children's Commissioner. 

Challenge to Victims' Commissioner was inevitable - Bell. 

Victims and Survivors Commissioner overdue. 

Alliance says Victims' Commissioner could play Maze centre role. 

Northern Ireland needs Commissioner for Victims: Bell. 

Ford hits out at delay in railway decision. 
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